Sterling Memorial Library Exhibits Program
Roles and Responsibilities

Students applying for the Student Research at YUL exhibit will need to identify a faculty or librarian advisor as part of the application process. The advisor will work with the student for the entirety of the exhibit production period.

Librarian/Faculty Advisor for Student Research at YUL exhibit:

- Works with student curator to translate theme and focus of completed research paper to a physical exhibit with a focus on accuracy of content and adherence to the highest standards of scholarship in the discipline.

- Work with student curator as needed to determine which visual materials will best represent their research as facsimiles in the exhibit case.

- Reviews student curator’s draft exhibit text and provides comments with particular focus on subject overview, accuracy, and best practices for scholarship in the discipline.

- Participates in the case layout review meeting and serves as a subject resource to the student curator during development of exhibit content; provides advice and context as needed to assist library exhibit staff with their final review and approval of exhibit content.